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the establishment of Rome as the first Mediterranean superpower. The
Hellenistic Age chronicles the years 336 to 30 BCE, from the days of
Philip and Alexander of Macedon to the death of Cleopatra and the final
triumph of Caesar’s heir, the young Augustus. Peter Green’s remarkably
far-ranging study covers the prevalent themes and events of those
centuries: the Hellenization of an immense swath of the known
world–from Egypt to India–by Alexander’s conquests; the lengthy and
chaotic partition of this empire by rival Macedonian marshals after
Alexander’s death; the decline of the polis (city state) as the predominant
political institution; and, finally, Rome’s moment of transition from
republican to imperial rule. Predictably, this is a story of war and powerpolitics, and of the developing fortunes of art, science, and statecraft in
the areas where Alexander’s coming disseminated Hellenic culture. It is
a rich narrative tapestry of warlords, libertines, philosophers, courtesans
and courtiers, dramatists, historians, scientists, merchants, mercenaries,
and provocateurs of every stripe, spun by an accomplished classicist with
an uncanny knack for infusing life into the distant past, and applying
fresh insights that make ancient history seem alarmingly relevant to our
own times. To consider the three centuries prior to the dawn of the
common era in a single short volume demands a scholar with a great
command of both subject and narrative line. The Hellenistic Age is that
rare book that manages to coalesce a broad spectrum of events, persons,
and themes into one brief, indispensable, and amazingly accessible
survey.
The Lliad and Odyssey of Homer - Homer 2018-11-11
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
Odyssey - Homer 2018-10-23
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work
is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.
The Iliad and the Odyssey Boxed Set - Homer 2019-05-31
Hailed by reviewers and readers alike, Peter Green's landmark
translations of Homer's timeless epics are now available for the first time
in this striking and sleekly designed collector-worthy set. With the verve
and pathos of the original oral tradition, Green captures the beauty and
complexity, the surging thunder and quiet lyricism, of the Iliad and the
Odyssey for a new generation of readers. The translations are vivid and
careful, accurate without being out of reach, while the detailed synopses
and notes include perceptive observations about Homer's characters and
themes. This widely acclaimed, must-have collection will be a treasured

The Reader - Bernhard Schlink 2001-05-01
Hailed for its coiled eroticism and the moral claims it makes upon the
reader, this mesmerizing novel is a story of love and secrets, horror and
compassion, unfolding against the haunted landscape of postwar
Germany. When he falls ill on his way home from school, fifteen-year-old
Michael Berg is rescued by Hanna, a woman twice his age. In time she
becomes his lover—then she inexplicably disappears. When Michael next
sees her, he is a young law student, and she is on trial for a hideous
crime. As he watches her refuse to defend her innocence, Michael
gradually realizes that Hanna may be guarding a secret she considers
more shameful than murder.
Hakim’s Odyssey - Fabien Toulmé 2021-10-26
A remarkable recounting of a human journey through an inhumane
world. What does it mean to be a “refugee”? It is easy for those who live
in relative freedom to ignore or even to villainize people who have been
forced to flee their homes. After all, it can be hard to identify with others’
experiences when you haven’t been in their shoes. In Hakim’s Odyssey,
we see firsthand how war can make anyone a refugee. Hakim, a
successful young Syrian who had his whole life ahead of him, tells his
story: how war forced him to leave everything behind, including his
family, his friends, his home, and his business. After the Syrian uprising
in 2011, Hakim was arrested and tortured, his town was bombed, his
business was seized by the army, and members of his family were
arrested or disappeared. This first leg of his odyssey follows Hakim as he
travels from Syria to Lebanon, Lebanon to Jordan, and Jordan to Turkey,
where he struggles to earn a living and dreams of one day returning to
his home. This graphic novel is necessary reading for our time.
Alternately hopeful and heartbreaking, Hakim’s Odyssey is a story about
what it means to be human in a world that sometimes fails to be humane.
An Odyssey: A Father, A Son and an Epic: SHORTLISTED FOR THE
BAILLIE GIFFORD PRIZE 2017 - Daniel Mendelsohn 2017-09-07
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILLIE GIFFORD PRIZE 2017 SHORTLISTED
FOR THE LONDON HELLENIC PRIZE 2017 WINNER OF THE PRIX
MÉDITERRANÉE 2018 From the award-winning, best-selling writer: a
deeply moving tale of a father and son’s transformative journey in
reading – and reliving – Homer’s epic masterpiece.
The Odyssey - Homer 2018-03-28
The Odyssey is vividly captured and beautifully paced in this swift and
lucid new translation by acclaimed scholar and translator Peter Green.
Accompanied by an illuminating introduction, maps, chapter summaries,
a glossary, and explanatory notes, this is the ideal translation for both
general readers and students to experience The Odyssey in all its glory.
Green’s version, with its lyrical mastery and superb command of Greek,
offers readers the opportunity to enjoy Homer’s epic tale of survival,
temptation, betrayal, and vengeance with all of the verve and pathos of
the original oral tradition.
Homer's Iliad - Professor of French History Peter Jones, PH D 2003-06-27
The purpose of this new line-by-line commentary is to help as wide an
audience as possible to understand and appreciate the poem through the
best of recent scholarship on the man and his work.
The Odyssey of Homer - Homer 2017
"The Odyssey, Homer's great epic, tells the tale of the Greek hero,
Odysseus, Chief of Ithaka ... Odysseus returns to his wife and son in
Ithaka after the fall of Troy, and avenges himself on enemy suitors who
have invaded his homestead. His journey back takes him ten years, in
which time he encounters cannibal monsters, mysterious divine beings
and amorous goddesses."--Back cover.
The Hellenistic Age - Peter Green 2008-05-13
The Hellenistic era witnessed the overlap of antiquity’s two great
Western civilizations, the Greek and the Roman. This was the epoch of
Alexander’s vast expansion of the Greco-Macedonian world, the rise and
fall of his successors’ major dynasties in Egypt and Asia, and, ultimately,
the-odyssey-a-new-translation-by-peter-green
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addition to every reader's bookshelf.
Eureka! I Found It - Seek and Find Activity Book for Kids - Speedy
Kids 2017-02-15
Oh, what did you find? Tell me, tell me now.. will you? This beautiful yet
challenging seek and find Activity Book for kids has so many benefits.
But the most important of which would be the essential life skills of
patience, self-confidence and determination. These are the skills that will
mold your child into becoming attentive and proactive learners. Grab a
copy today!
Aeneid - Virgil 1890

sirens, the twin perils of Scylla and Charybdis, and a fantastic
assortment of other creatures.
The Essential Odyssey - Homer 2007-09-15
This generous abridgment of Stanley Lombardo's translation of the
Odyssey offers more than half of the epic, including all of its best-known
episodes and finest poetry, while providing concise summaries for
omitted books and passages. Sheila Murnaghan's Introduction, a
shortened version of her essay for the unabridged edition, is ideal for
readers new to this remarkable tale of the homecoming of Odysseus.
Homer's Odyssey - Peter Jones 1988
Offers a line-by-line commentary explaining the many factual details,
mythological allusions, and Homeric conventions that will aid in
understanding Homer's methods of composition, characterization, and
structure.
The Odyssey - Homer 2018-03-28
"This is a translation of the epic Greek poem by Homer."--Provided by
publisher.
Poetry & Translation - Peter Robinson 2010-01-01
`The conviction, pleasures and gratitude of committed reading are
evident in his affirmation of the poetic contract between readers and
writers.' Andrea Brady, Poetry Review -The Odyssey (Collins Classics) - Homer 2012-05-31
HarperCollins is proud to present its new range of best-loved, essential
classics.
The Odyssey - Homer 2010-05-25
Penelope has been waiting for her husband Odysseus to return from Troy
for many years. Little does she know that his path back to her has been
blocked by astonishing and terrifying trials. Will he overcome the
hideous monsters, beautiful witches and treacherous seas that confront
him? This rich and beautiful adventure story is one of the most influential
works of literature in the world.
The Odyssey - Homer 2019-03-05
The Odyssey is vividly captured and beautifully paced in this swift and
lucid new translation by acclaimed scholar and translator Peter Green.
Accompanied by an illuminating introduction, maps, chapter summaries,
a glossary, and explanatory notes, this is the ideal translation for both
general readers and students to experience The Odyssey in all its glory.
Green's version, with its lyrical mastery and superb command of Greek,
offers readers the opportunity to enjoy Homer's epic tale of survival,
temptation, betrayal, and vengeance with all of the verve and pathos of
the original oral tradition.
The Homeric Hymns - Diane J. Rayor 2014-03-14
"This updated edition incorporates twenty-eight new lines in the first
Hymn to Dionysos, along with expanded notes, a new preface, and an
enhanced bibliography. With her introduction and notes, Rayor places
the hymns in their historical and aesthetic context, providing the
information needed to read, interpret, and fully apreciate these literary
windows on an ancient world."--P. [4] of cover.
Iliad and Odyssey - Homer 1844

The Odyssey - Homer 2020-09-04
The Odyssey is Homer's epic of Odysseus' 10-year struggle to return
home after the Trojan War. While Odysseus battles mystical creatures
and faces the wrath of the gods, his wife Penelope and his son
Telemachus stave off suitors vying for Penelope's hand and Ithaca's
throne long enough for Odysseus to return.
Reading Homer’s Odyssey - Kostas Myrsiades 2019-04-05
Finalist for the 2020 PROSE Awards, Classics section Homer’s Odyssey is
the first great travel narrative in Western culture. A compelling tale
about the consequences of war, and about redemption, transformation,
and the search for home, the Odyssey continues to be studied in
universities and schools, and to be read and referred to by ordinary
readers. Reading Homer’s Odyssey offers a book-by-book commentary on
the epic’s themes that informs the non-specialist and engages the
seasoned reader in new perspectives. Among the themes discussed are
hospitality, survival, wealth, reputation and immortality, the Olympian
gods, self-reliance and community, civility, behavior, etiquette and
technology, ease, inactivity and stagnation, Penelope’s relationship with
Odysseus, Telemachus’ journey, Odysseus’ rejection of Calypso’s offer of
immortality, Odysseus’ lies, Homer’s use of the House of Atreus and
other myths, the cinematic qualities of the epic’s structure, women’s role
in the epic, and the Odyssey’s true ending. Footnotes clarify and
elaborate upon myths that Homer leaves unfinished, explain terms and
phrases, and provide background information. The volume concludes
with a general bibliography of work on the Odyssey, in addition to the
bibliographies that accompany each book’s commentary. Published by
Bucknell University Press. Distributed worldwide by Rutgers University
Press.
The Iliad - Homer 2011-10-11
TOLSTOY CALLED THE ILIAD A miracle; Goethe said that it always
thrust him into a state of astonishment. Homer’s story is thrilling, and his
Greek is perhaps the most beautiful poetry ever sung or written. But
until now, even the best English translations haven’t been able to recreate the energy and simplicity, the speed, grace, and pulsing rhythm of
the original. In Stephen Mitchell’s Iliad, the epic story resounds again
across 2,700 years, as if the lifeblood of its heroes Achilles and Patroclus,
Hector and Priam flows in every word. And we are there with them, amid
the horror and ecstasy of war, carried along by a poetry that lifts even
the most devastating human events into the realm of the beautiful.
Mitchell’s Iliad is the first translation based on the work of the
preeminent Homeric scholar Martin L. West, whose edition of the
original Greek identifies many passages that were added after the Iliad
was first written down, to the detriment of the music and the story.
Omitting these hundreds of interpolated lines restores a dramatically
sharper, leaner text. In addition, Mitchell’s illuminating introduction
opens the epic still further to our understanding and appreciation. Now,
thanks to Stephen Mitchell’s scholarship and the power of his language,
the Iliad’s ancient story comes to moving, vivid new life.
The Odyssey by Homer - Homer 2020-12-09
This excellent prose translation of Homer's epic poem of the 9th century
BC recounts one of Western civilization's most glorious tales, a treasury
of Greek folklore and myth that maintains an ageless appeal for modern
readers. A cornerstone of Western literature, The Odyssey narrates the
path of a fascinatingly complex hero through a world of wonders and
danger-filled adventure.After ten bloody years of fighting in the Trojan
War, the intrepid Odysseus heads homeward, little imagining that it will
take another ten years of desperate struggle to reclaim his kingdom and
family. The wily hero circumvents the wrath of the sea god Poseidon and
triumphs over an incredible array of obstacles, assisted by his patron
goddess Athene and his own prodigious guile. From a literal descent into
Hell to interrogate a dead prophet to a sojourn in the earthly paradise of
the Lotus-eaters, the gripping narrative traverses the mythological world
of ancient Greece to introduce an unforgettable cast of characters: oneeyed giants known as Cyclopses, the enchantress Circe, cannibals,
the-odyssey-a-new-translation-by-peter-green

The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell - Chris Colfer 2012-07-17
Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to change. When the twins'
grandmother gives them a treasured fairy-tale book, they have no idea
they're about to enter a land beyond all imagining: the Land of Stories,
where fairy tales are real. But as Alex and Conner soon discover, the
stories they know so well haven't ended in this magical land - Goldilocks
is now a wanted fugitive, Red Riding Hood has her own kingdom, and
Queen Cinderella is about to become a mother! The twins know they
must get back home somehow. But with the legendary Evil Queen hot on
their trail, will they ever find the way? The Land of Stories: The Wishing
Spell brings readers on a thrilling quest filled with magic spells, laughout-loud humour and page-turning adventure.
The Iliad - Homer 2012
A stunning new translation of the classic tale of the fall of Troy from one
of the world's finest translators. If you enjoyed THE SONG OF
ACHILLES, discover the original and the best... Man seduces another's
wife then kidnaps her. The husband and his brother get a gang together
to steal her back and take revenge. The woman regrets being seduced
and wants to escape, whilst the man's entourage resent the position they
have been placed in. Yet the battle lines have been drawn and there is no
going back... Not the plot of the latest Hollywood thriller, but the basis of
the ILIAD - the Greek classic that details the war between the Greeks
and the Trojans after the kidnapping of Helen of Sparta. Based on the
recent, superb, M.L. West edition of the Greek, this ILIAD is more
readable and moving than any previous version. Thanks to the
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scholarship and poetic power of the highly acclaimed Stephen Mitchell,
this new translation recreates the energy and simplicity, the speed,
grace, and continual thrust and pull of the original, while the ILIAD's
ancient story bursts vividly into life. This edition also includes book 10 as
an appendix, making it indispensible for students and lay readers alike.
Classics in Translation - Peter Jones 1998-11-12
Introducing the work of 20 of the ancient world's greatest authors, this
work presents brief, readable essays, fully illustrated with quotations
from modern (and some ancient) translations. The writers covered
include Homer, Sappho, Herodotus, the Greek tragedians, the comic
poets, sexy and subtle love poets such as Catullus, and vicious but witty
satirists like Martial and Juvenal.
The Odyssey - Homer 2014-10-07
A new translation of Homer's epic adventure endeavors to instill the
poetic nature of its original language while retaining accuracy,
readability, and character vibrancy, creating the most captivating
rendition of one of the defining masterpieces of Western literature.
The Odyssey - Geraldine McCaughrean 2015-06-04
The epic journey of Odysseus, the hero of Ancient Greece... After ten
years of war, Odysseus turns his back on Troy and sets sail for home. But
his voyage takes another ten years and he must face many dangers Polyphemus the greedy one-eyed giant, Scylla the six-headed sea
monster and even the wrath of the gods themselves - before he is
reunited with his wife and son. Brilliantly retold by award-winning
author, Geraldine McCaughrean.
My Overdue Book - Peter Bright 2015-04-30
My Overdue Book: Too many stories not to tell: spells out the varied
episodes in the life of a man who spent decades working in Hollywood.
He began as a little boy in Cincinnati impressed early on by the
broadcasting magic of radio and then TV in the middle of twentieth
century America. His drive to get into broadcasting culminates in an
early success that gets interrupted by an unexpected sidebar in The US
Army and a subsequent tour as an Infantryman in Vietnam in the late
1960's. His yearlong excursion in "Fun City East," with its repeated life
and death experiences, had lifelong effects on this soldier-of-media.
Following his wanderings through the jungles of Vietnam, Bright's
interactions with many of America's top public figures throughout his
decades in radio and television come to life with intriguing stories that
are personal, professional, positive and negative. It's life without a filter!
Readers across generations will share and co-experience numerous real
life feelings and emotions with writer Bright as his winding trail of life
opens in front of them. book endorsement for peter bright; i always
thought that peter bright and i had many things in common; we both
grew up in ohio, we both had careers in the live event and variety side of
television, and the few times we had times to talk i thought we shared a
mutual philosophy toward the ups and downs of life. but it wasn't until i
read his "overdue" book that i realized just what a rich and storied life
peter has had and how much more deeply he had experienced the highs
and lows, particularly during his years in the military, than i ever could
have imagined. it really amazes me just how little we know about people
we think we know, and just how much more we appreciate who they are
when we are fortunate enough to have that background filled in by
someone as articulate and able to express both facts and feelings as
peter has in this book. when i started to read it, i thought all of those
common events that we shared would be an interesting parallel track to
my life and as such i would have a great frame of reference, but as i read
on, i realized just what an amazing story peter has to tell and just how
well he tells it. ken ehrlich, executive producer, the grammy awards
The Odyssey - Homer 2013
A new translation of Homer's work of "one-eyed man-eating giants;
irresistibly seductive sirens; shipwrecks and narrow escapes; princesses
and monsters; ghosts sipping blood at the Underworld's portal, desperate
for a chance to speak to the living; and the final destruction of all of
Odysseus's enemies in the banquet hall"--Dust jacket flap.
Greek Poems to the Gods - Barry B. Powell 2021-04-30
The ancient Greek hymnic tradition translated beautifully and accessibly.
The hymn—as poetry, as craft, as a tool for worship and philosophy—was
a vital art form throughout antiquity. Although the Homeric Hymns have
long been popular, other equally important collections have not been
readily accessible to students eager to learn about ancient poetry. In
reading hymns, we also gain valuable insight into life in the classical
world. In this collection, early Homeric Hymns of uncertain authorship
appear along with the carefully wrought hymns of the great Hellenistic
poet and courtier Callimachus; the mystical writings attributed to the
legendary poet Orpheus, written as Christianity was taking over the
the-odyssey-a-new-translation-by-peter-green

ancient world; and finally, the hymns of Proclus, the last great pagan
philosopher of antiquity, from the fifth century AD, whose intellectual
influence throughout western culture has been profound. Greek Poems
to the Gods distills over a thousand years of the ancient Greek hymnic
tradition into a single volume. Acclaimed translator Barry B. Powell
brings these fabulous texts to life in English, hewing closely to the poetic
beauty of the original Greek. His superb introductions and notes give
readers essential context, making the hymns as accessible to a beginner
approaching them for the first time as to an advanced student continuing
to explore their secrets. Brilliant illustrations from ancient art enliven
and enrichen the experience of reading these poems.
The Iliad - Homer 2015-11-24
With her virtuoso translation, classicist and bestselling author Caroline
Alexander brings to life Homer’s timeless epic of the Trojan War
Composed around 730 B.C., Homer’s Iliad recounts the events of a few
momentous weeks in the protracted ten-year war between the invading
Achaeans, or Greeks, and the Trojans in their besieged city of Ilion. From
the explosive confrontation between Achilles, the greatest warrior at
Troy, and Agamemnon, the inept leader of the Greeks, through to its
tragic conclusion, The Iliad explores the abiding, blighting facts of war.
Soldier and civilian, victor and vanquished, hero and coward, men,
women, young, old—The Iliad evokes in poignant, searing detail the fate
of every life ravaged by the Trojan War. And, as told by Homer, this
ancient tale of a particular Bronze Age conflict becomes a sublime and
sweeping evocation of the destruction of war throughout the ages.
Carved close to the original Greek, acclaimed classicist Caroline
Alexander’s new translation is swift and lean, with the driving cadence of
its source—a translation epic in scale and yet devastating in its precision
and power.
Infinite Jest - David Foster Wallace 2009-04-13
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in
America Set in an addicts' halfway house and a tennis academy, and
featuring the most endearingly screwed-up family to come along in
recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential questions about what
entertainment is and why it has come to so dominate our lives; about
how our desire for entertainment affects our need to connect with other
people; and about what the pleasures we choose say about who we are.
Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite Jest
bends every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its own
entertainment value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration of
the passions that make us human - and one of those rare books that
renew the idea of what a novel can do. "The next step in fiction...Edgy,
accurate, and darkly witty...Think Beckett, think Pynchon, think Gaddis.
Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic
Metamorphoses - Ovid 2018-04-13
Ovid's Metamorphoses is one of the most influential works of Western
literature, inspiring artists and writers from Titian to Shakespeare to
Salman Rushdie. These are some of the most famous Roman myths as
you've never read them before—sensuous, dangerously witty,
audacious—from the fall of Troy to birth of the minotaur, and many
others that only appear in the Metamorphoses. Connected together by
the immutable laws of change and metamorphosis, the myths tell the
story of the world from its creation up to the transformation of Julius
Caesar from man into god. In the ten-beat, unrhymed lines of this nowlegendary and widely praised translation, Rolfe Humphries captures the
spirit of Ovid's swift and conversational language, bringing the wit and
sophistication of the Roman poet to modern readers. This special
annotated edition includes new, comprehensive commentary and notes
by Joseph D. Reed, Professor of Classics and Comparative Literature at
Brown University.
The Odyssey - Homer 2020-04-10
Homer is known to have authored the first known literature of Europe.
Homer's epic chronicle of the Greek hero Odysseus’ journey home from
the Trojan War has inspired writers from Virgil to James Joyce. Odysseus
survives storm and shipwreck, the cave of the Cyclops and the isle of
Circe, the lure of the Sirens’ song and a trip to the Underworld, only to
find his most difficult challenge at home, where treacherous suitors seek
to steal his kingdom and his loyal wife. With real poetic power… his book
is one no lover of living poetry should miss. —The New York Times
The Poems of Hesiod - Hesiod 2017-08
"The Theogony is one of the most important mythical texts to survive
from antiquity, and we devote the first section to it. It tells of the
creation of the present world order under the rule of almighty Zeus. The
Works and Days, in the second section, describes a bitter dispute
between Hesiod and his brother over the disposition of their father's
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property, a theme that allows Hesiod to range widely over issues of right
and wrong. The Shield of Herakles, whose centerpiece is a long
description of a work of art, is not by Hesiod, at least most of it, but it
was always attributed to him in antiquity. It is Hesiodic in style and has
always formed part of the Hesiodic corpus. It makes up the third section
of this book"--Provided by publisher.
Homer's the Iliad and the Odyssey - Alberto Manguel 2009-03

the-odyssey-a-new-translation-by-peter-green

Examines the origins of "The Iliad" and "The Odyssey," the colorful
characters and events chronicling the Trojan War and its aftermath, and
the legacy of the works for Western culture.
The Iliad - Homer 2015-05-14
"A new translation of Homer's Iliad, with introduction, notes, synopsis,
and glossary."--Provided by publisher.
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